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ABSTRACT

Radiative and tempsrattwe effects of the

observed ozone and greenhotme _aees atmospheric
content chan_es in 1980 - 1990 ape evaluated using
the two-dimensional energy balm radiative-conve-

ctive model of the zonally and annually averaged
troposphere and stratosphere. Calculated radiative

flux changes for standard conditions quantitatively
with their estimates in NNO/UNKP, 1991

review. Model estimates indicate rather mall
influence of ozone depletion in the lower strato-

sphere at the #sreenhouse tropospheric warmln_ rate,
being more significant in the non tropical Southern

Hemisphere. The calculated coolin_ of the lower
stratosphere is close to the observed temperature
trends there in the last decade.

1. INTRDD_ION

Significant ozone content changes in the
lower stratosphere and tropOSl_ere as observed in

1980-ies with enhanced intensity during the recent
years [WNO/UN_. 1991] result in variations of
radiative and temperature climate of the global
atmosphere. The preli_ estimates of tlmse
variations have been used fop ImpoPtant conolnslona

about their influence on the rate of _r_enhouse
warmin_ of the global tropoBphere [_4D/UN]_, 1991;
_amy et al., 1992]. In these publications the
meridional distributions of radiative flux vari-

atione at the tropopaues level are evaluated, as
caused by the observed chants of ozone and _Pesn-
house _is content at various latitudes and levels
of the global atmosphere in 1980-1990.

As the tropospheric temperature chants only
to some extent ape determined by the above
radiative flux variations, more precise evaluation
of the climatic radiative and temperatm_e effects

by the c_mprehenatve climatic models is necessary
[Ramam_amy et al., 1992]. Hoeever, the relative
small amplitude of ozone chan_e makes difficult to
reveal the effect "'signal" over the considerable
"'noise" level in such models rIPCC, 1990].

In this paper the mean anmml, zonally
averawged solar and thermal radiation fluxes and
temperature variations at various levels of the
global atmosphere are estimated uai_z the
dimensional _nergy Balance Radiative Convective

4O9

Model (_), described in [[arol and _rolkie,
1984]. As indicated in this paler and in [Karol et
al., 1986] the radiative and temperature chan_es,
caused by C_ concentration incz_a_e in the
atmosphere estimated by this model, are ver_ close
to these, obtained in the _nslonal ccmpPe-
hensive atmospheric climate models.

In the first part of the pepee after the
short description of the model, the radiative

forcin_ caused by ozone and ereanhonse m_ees (GG)
content c_n_ee in conditions used in [_/t_l_P,
1991; Puamae_a_y et al., 1992] are calculated and
ccmper_i _ith results in them p_blicatiom_, maki_
in a such ea_ the comparison of the radiative
schemes codes and models. Then the an_l_ aver-
ak_ed mean zonal radiative flux and temperatt_e
changes are estimated [IPCC, 1990] as caused by the
observed GG and ozone content _ for the time
period 1980-1990. Some obeerved evidences of these
chan_e are dlsmmsed in the conclusion of the
paper.

2. _ IIIS(RIPII(}_ OF _

The model Is Presented in details in [Ka_ol

and _rolkin, 1884]. Ammmll_ and zonally aver_md
radiation flmms a_d temperature distributlc¢_ in
the _lobal atmo_re up to H--0.64 hPa (50 in)
level eith l_eec_ibed _adtatively-active atmoe-
l_eric constituent concentrations and other
ters are determined by m_censive aRp_Jamtion up
to equilibrium state. At each step the vertical
temperatume l_ofiles are determined from ei4_ht
Radiatlve-Convective No4Mls (RG_) at 80o, 60 o. 40 o,
15 ° N and S _tth 15 horizontal lalmra, and _Ith
st_faee air t_mperature To, taken from the _eviotm
_tlon step. These Profiles and other
information are used for c_m_tation of solar and
thermal radiation flumes Se amd FH at the conside-
red upper atmospheric bo_mla_. To distributions

are the solutions of the m_ balm equation

__jd (X) "(1-X'_) dT°lX)dx =Fslx)-S_(x),

_ere _ in the latitude; r-_In $; J(x) : JoK(x);
Jo = cppo/_Re2; K(x) is the effeetlve ho_izamtal
heat transport ooefficiemt. "Heat walls" at the

poles are the _mmm_tary conditions for this equatinm
solution, which is used for eight RO_ at the next



step of successive al_oximatton. Besides the
coarse grid of eight zonal belts the fine _rid of

belts with A_:5 o is used in ccmmtstions.
Solar radiation flux calculation_ are baaed

on the t_m-strsem delta-_ scheme. The IN
band (197.5-312.5 nm) is divided into 11 _tral
intervals, t_ere 02, Os, lK)s and aercaol effects
are accounted. Visible band contains two mpectral
intervals with ineluaion of Oso gO_, molecular,
aerosol and cloud scatterim_ and reflectance. NIR
baud (750-4000 .m) is divided into 12 spectral
intervals, in which the selective H20, C02o 03,
M20 and (_44 absorption is accmmted al_roxi_ated by
the Goody tram-mission function for the statistical
model of the absorption hand_ An original al_roeeh
is used for the apl_roxtmate calculation of selec-

tive gas absorption and scattering of photo ms by
aerosol and clouds eith maltiple reflection from

the cloud layer boundaries.
The thermal radiation fluxes are calculated

for 17 sl_sctral intervals in the 4.4-1000 aicrc_-
tere band. The tranmaission functions for tim same
g_s selective abeor_tion are a_roximated as in NIR
with the a_ric vertical degsity Immrixae
aceatmted by CX_tis_n al_rozimation.

almorption approac_ is tmed for CF_. P_O contismm
absorption and diffusivity et_awrL[mation are
included, but the cloud and ssrosol trammineion
fumetions are non-selective. The j_mmd surfaoe and

clouds are considered as black bodies.
The external date and coalitions, used in the

calculations of the radiation flux variations.
ceased by the GG and ozone chss_s are l_esented is
Tables 1 and 2. These date are taken from the
sources and are the most close to used in [ltmas_
amy et al., 1992], for model comparison. In Table
2 the daily averaged cosine of _ solar zenith
angle $*, the clear day relative d-ration t_ and
surfane albedo As for selectee[ cases used in our
-_]cttlations are also presented, hein_ not indi-
cated in [MND/U_P. 1991; Ch.7 and __ et
al., 1992]. For cc_arison mn_x_es the clear aky
Node A With fixed temperature profiiss Hodel I
redtative forcina values are used from the above

tmblication-

Table 1. Globally and _ly averesmd GG troDo-

e,_eric _ ratios is 1980 and their increases
to _so rlP_, 1990= M_D/U_EP. 19911.

CFC

Unite _v

1960 337 1.57

:1980-1990 17 O. 15

_0
11 12 113 22

_v

1302.6 0.158 0_27 0_015 0.05

8.0 0.III 0.17 0.050 0.07

3. RESULTS OF _IOWS.

_e radiative forcimm (the net total lon_ +
short wave radiative flux variations at the
tro_ level) are ec_ar_ in Table 3 for the
above conditions as calculated by _M and by Mode
A, Model I in U_D/UNKP, 1991] and c_sed by osone,
CFC and other _ content chanae ssparatelv. The

a_a_nt between the two _del readts are _i,

not only at the tPopopause, but at the _round
_face also, heimz the worst for CFC, as in

only the radiative forcln_ of CFC-11 and 12 are
included.

Table 2_ Cases selected for radiative forcin_
calculations due to ozone depletion in the lower

stratosphere A(O_) for s_ temperature pro-
files: tropical-T; midlatitude m_er-MIZ and
winter; subarctic winter-SAW [WND/UNEP. 1991].
Daily aversRed Boleur zenith angle _, clear day
relative duration t_ _ surface albedo As. which

are used in calculations.

_o. [ati- Month Temv. A(03) tosS. t_ As

rude Pro- (%)
Ifile

1 OO July T -0.5 0.586 0_500 0.076

2 45°N July HI_ -2.0 0.570 0.640 0.123

3 45°N Feb. HI_ -8.0 0.301 0.3_9 0.271

4 45°S Jan. NIZ -6.0 0.570 0.639:0_067

5 45°S Aua. _uW -5.0 O_ 296 0.396 D.098

6 70°N Her. SAW -17.0 0.134 0.372 D.641

7 75°5 Oct. SAW -32.0 0.205 0.588 0.799

Fi_.l demosstratee the meridional distribu-
tion of solar and thermal net radiation flux

champs at the trompause level for January and
July. calculated by _ for ozone and non-ozone
GGcontent variatioms, indicated in Tables I and2,
for Node A and clear sky conditions.

5O

Latitude
Fi_. 1. 'fetal net flux chan_es at the tropopau_e
level (for Node A) for J_ and July _te to only
O_ (O_(Str)), to non-ozone GG {GG-O_) and to CFC
fCFC) content varintlon_.

Ozone depletion leads to inereasina of the
solar radiation flux _ to the surface-troposp-

bere system at all latitudes t_t the year.
The _ _ave coolin_ of this sTstem by ozone
depletion in Node A is _ its solar warming
only in the polar _inter. _e influence of the
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atmospheric temperature _s on the radiation
flux variations may be assessed from Table 4 with

the meridionsl variations of ammally and zonally
averaged chan_es of solar and thermal radiation
fluxes at the tropopause level .for Mode C, for the
cloudy atmosphere, for C_ content increase in Table

1 and for annually averaged ozone depletion esti-
mates in Table 5. The Node C difference from the

Bode B in [NMDPJ_P, 1991; Ramaswamy et el., 1992]

Table 3. Net radiation flux champs at the
trepepause and at the mlrface levels due to GG and
ozone content variations and for the cae_s and
conditions indicated in Table 1 and 2, as evaluated
in [kHD/UNEP,1991, Ch.7l-tk_e A and in this work-F.

G

a

8

e

002+CH4+ C02+(_4+ CFC Ozone
+820 +N_d_+CFC

SurfaceTPoDo-

pause

A F

1 .54 .520

2 -51 .460

3 .41 .400

4 .5] .457

5 .41 .400

6 .34 .347

7
.34 .342

A F

.14 .i_4

.20 .231

.35 .369

A Fa

.16 _096

.13 .074

.06 .053

.13 .071

_08 _053

A F

.01 .006

.Oa .024

_03 .026

.06 .064

.05 .025

.17 -.041

-.41 -.066

.28b .284b

.37 c . 377c

.05 .O34

_05 .033

*/ - [or CFC-11pie, C_-12 only.
b/ _ For SAStenmerature profile.
c/ - _or SAWtemperature profile.

is that in Mode C the radiation variatione induced
by the temperature chan_ea are calculated _
with account of clouds. In the _de B the

tropospheric temperataxre and htmidity remain
unchanged, while the stratospheric temperature is
in the radiative eauillbrium under the a_mm_ion

of a so-called Wlxed Dwnamical Heatin_ com_vt
[WMO/UNKP. 1991].

gi_. 2 demonstrates the calculated zonally
and annually avera_-_ surface air temperature
chan_es, induced by the radiative forcina due to GG
and ozone content e_ in Tables 1 and 5.

calculated for _ C condition8 and for cloudy
atmosphere assumed not to be chanRinR ckmin_ the
veriod under consideration. The meridional
distribution of calculated air coolin_ in the lower
stratosphere, due to ozone depletion beimz maximal
at the 80 mb level is aleo presented at FIR.2.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The comparison of the net radiation flux
variations for the seven standard cases, indicated

in the Table 2 and evaluated in [kl_O/_P,
1991,Ch.7] and in this work as presented in Table

3, reveal the _ a_reement of calculation remits
for all cases, bearin_ in mind the possible d_vi-

ations in Burface short wave albedo, ehlch is not
indicated in [_O/UNKP, I_}I, _h.7]. The a_reement
of C_C radiative forcing estimatee in Table 3 will

be improved m_stantially by increasing our esti-
mates by about 40-60_ for accotmt of radiative
effects of ClzC content increase, other
than CFC,-ll, 12.

0.2

0.1

"--" 0.0
.....
,,.._...

--0.2,

____-_4_' -7- _" _ _,
GO--O=

C _'C

c-_-'_ -\

O'--lSO--_.O--_O 0 " 2b " 4b " 6b " •
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Wi_.2. The calculated &To obtained for all GG
without O_ (GCrO_), for CFC only (C_C), for lower

stratospheric O_ only (Oa(Str)} and AT at 80 mb
level divided by tO (O:afeOmb)_ all for Mode C.

Table 4. The net fluxes of solar AS and total AR

radiation chan_ee (_m-2) at the tropopau_e level
for modes A and C due to Ras content variations.
indicated in Tables 1 and 5.

['lu S0ntke_ i_ttit_en

O_

Oa

GG. B

GG. t,:

Oat /6

O-t B

800 600 40o 15o

Node t

.12 .24 .125 .014

-.014 .090 .074 .018

.022 .OM .048 .05_

.31 .37 .435 .47

.004 -.012 -.025 -.018

.10 .21 .112 .012

-.064 .073 .051 .009

IlodeC

.013 .12 .11 .14

.019 .18 .18 -.050

.OM .048 .03'/ .028

.48 .44 .38 .34

-.018 -.024-.014 -.004

.012 .10 .14 .11

.008 .09 .10 -.051

Os 16 .012 .25 .IS .015 .OIS .12 .lS .15

Oa /It -0.14 -.14 -.01 .040 .018 .038 .009 -.29

CFCa // -.OQS -.004 91-4 .003 .002 .002 -.003 -.002

GG. Je -.00_ .0042.018 -21-4 -68-4 .011 .0012 -.033

• / - _e su ot _'ee_oune eases, oaittiu the oseme variatinM.
b/_ Osomecentent cbameenonly in tim lmme strmtom&on_.

The merldlonal proflles of radiation flux

_s at Fi_.I and in Table 4 are cloee to
relevant curves at Fi_s. 7.3 and 7.4 in D_D/t_P,

1991, Ch.7] for _ A With fi_ed atmoeqN_ric
temperatures. Flux chan_ee are ezmeehat #R_eater in
the cloudless atmosphere (Bode A) as compared to
those of a cloudy armoire (Bode C). Therefore
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ourradiation flux calculations schemm and _ A
(ftzsd te_arature) results are close to those in
[14_/IJtP, 1991; Remmmmy et al., 1992]. The
eadiative cooling of the lower stratosphere by the
ozae depletion effects _ the negative mean
aznml total radiation _ in the Southern
He_ out6ide of tropics and in the northern
polar mine. _ ozone cmmed negative

_Ighta by several tlles the po6iti_e (thermal)
_adiattcm forcing, cmmed _ the CFC in north polar
and emuth non-tropical latitudes, aa it has been
fo_d in D4_D/tI_P, 1_1], but Dot in the north
temperate latittKkm. (The a_ccamt of otl_r
increases the forcing bT 30-50% only [IPCC, 1990]
and will not chan_e the above conclusion qualitat-
ively.) Doe to above explained dlff_ in
t_xmature change evaluatlrm, the radiation flux

variatic_s in the affected te_erature fields in
and in [Ra_aew_ et el., 1_] are

able in principle and _ and ozone content vari-
ation effects a_es_d by _ may be estt_atsd
better by the temperature cha_e analysis.

Table 5. A_lly and zonally averaeed ozone
content clmu_e_ (%) d_ri_ 1980-1990 at indicated
latitud_ and l_er_, as e_timated in _D/q2_P,
1991] and uged in cal_lation_.

_r
(km)

N, Latitudes

8Oo6Oo4O o

Tro_h. 0 8 8

1_r-_7 -20 -I0 -8

37-45 -10 -5 -3

20oN- S, Latitudes

-20os 40 ° 60 ° 80 °

2 0 0 0

-1.6 -I0 -20 -20

-0.8 -5 -10 -17

The ATo-_urfaee air annually averaRed

"radiative" temperature l_ofiles at Fig. 2
de_oD_trate, that neKative ATo _ by the
obeerged ozone depletion in the Io_er stratosphere,

the positive C_C AT (mzteresttmated, aB
pointed out above) only in the polar zones. Baxinal
ozone _ ATo around the South Pole attains
of about 70% of GG _armtn_ in this area, but in the
Northern _eminphere the ozone produced reduction of
G_ _ do_ not exceed 25%, bein_ maximal in
the North Pole area. This _all reduction of the

warming rate in the lo_r atmosphere
due to o_erved ozone depletion may be even leas in
reality with accmmt of the known oceanic ther_l
inertia effect [IPCC, 1990, Ch.6]. Accoedin_ to

several estimates the time del_ of the surface air
warming d_ to this effect is about

10-20 years [IPCC, 1990; Karol and Ja_ovkina, 1992]
and therefore the actual To incrmme in 1980-ies is
reflecting the _ radiative forcing in
pr_vio_ decades, _aen ozone depletion forcing _m
nonsi_nificant.

The _lobally averaged ATo_=O. 129K and
iR_=0.50 kk-z from Table 4 for all (_ increase
except ozo_ in 1_80-1_90 is in _ood agreement
_lth &To_=O.13_K and AI_=0.54 kk-2 estimated in
[II_C, 1990]. The ne_atlve AT_o, in the lower
stra_re at Fig.2, _ globally averaged is
ATe= -0.58 K and it is close to the globally
avera@ed obeerved temperature _e_ative trend of O. 4

K/decade in the layer between I00 mad 50 hPa

[I_O/L_EP, 1991, {_.2].
The obeerved ozone concentration chartres

outside the Io_er stra_re are much less

influencing the radiation and temperature regime in
tlm lower troposphere, as revealed by Table 4,
where the solar and net radiation flux changes are
cc_ as caused bY all the ozone variations,
i_licated in Table 4, and by its variations in the
lower stratosphere only.

The consequences of "ozone compemmtion'" of
the greenhouse _ar_In_ in the eo_thern polar zone
in 1980-ias may reeadt in different e_s in the
total areas of snow and of ice in the Antarctic and
in the Arctic [Clcer_en and Campbell, 1991]. _tle
this area decreases in the Arctic, it does not
undergo any changes in the Antarctic.

An express Bulletin [GECR, 1992] annc_mced
recently that _ satellite measured 10_ lower
oz_e concentration in 10o S - 20 ° N zone in

January 1992 am a poe_ible result of Mt. Pinatubo
volcano aerosol plume effects. Ten percent ozone
red_ction in the 7 k_ layer ovor the tropopau_e of
the 20° S - 20 ° N zone leads to calculated AS= O. 13
Wa-_ and _-- 0.15 Wa-m of solar and total flux

c_ for _ A. fillin_ up by this the tropical
minimm of ozone _ chau_e of flux meridional
profile {see Fi_. 1 and Table 4). Due to short

period radiative forcing, caused by volcano pl_s.
and its transient effect on the air te_uerature.
the stationary _ is net _ited for evaluation
of such effects.
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